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The 2019/2020 Australian “black” summer, saw unprecedented fires with devastation across 18.6+ million hectares, 3,500 homes destroyed and lives and animals lost. Without the countless volunteers and the enduring energies of fire services including Rural Fire Brigade in Sussex Inlet, the damage would have been much greater.

In early 2020, Sure Solar, FIMER and SOLARWATT came together to support the Rural Fire Brigade at Sussex Inlet with the supply and installation of a new solar and back-up battery system at their station.

Sussex Inlet is a small town in the south coast region of New South Wales, Australia, approximately 200 km south of Sydney. During the 2019/2020 bushfire season, the region was under significant threat, with locals and holidaymakers asked to relocate, main highways closed and many areas experienced short periods without power.

Daniel Lake, the founder of Sure Solar, grew up in Sussex Inlet and was a volunteer with the Rural Fire Service for over 12 months. When he saw what the team went through during the Black Summer, he knew he had to do something to support the team.

“After seeing one of the worst fires in living memory ravage my home town, I wanted to do something that would directly help the Brigade. I am so proud to be in a position to give back to my home town in this way.”

Working with FIMER, a global inverter and energy storage manufacturer and SOLARWATT, a solar panel manufacturer, Daniel and the team designed a solar and storage system for the station, that would enable the station to be self-sufficient in times of blackout and power failure.

FIMER donated a new REACT 2 5.0 kW hybrid inverter and a 4.0 kWh REACT 2 battery module, which works in synergy with SOLARWATT’s, 6.6 kW Vision 60M glass-glass panels that can deliver some of the highest long-term yields for a light commercial solar installation.

Daniel said, “It was great to be able to install such a quality solar system for the Brigade. The system was designed with tier-one components including the new FIMER REACT 2 hybrid inverter and battery module. And FIMER’s Energy Viewer monitoring application will provide the Brigade with a great understanding of how much energy they are consuming to help maintain costs.”

The REACT2 hybrid inverter and battery solution is FIMER’s new residential solar system that has one of the industry’s highest energy efficiency rates, providing up to 10% more energy than lower voltage battery systems. The system also offers flexibility with its storage capacity from 4 kWh to 12 kWh depending on the number of batteries used.

FIMER’s comprehensive monitoring app underpins the system. The EnergyViewer app will allow the Brigade to see in real-time the energy they are generating from their solar panels, how much energy they are consuming, the energy being stored into the REACT 2 battery and also how much energy is being sent and used from the grid.
The Sussex Inlet Rural Fire Brigade were extremely active during the 2019/2020 bushfire season, with the Brigade working multiple 12-hour shifts over a two month period, and across different locations to protect the township of Sussex Inlet and surrounding areas.

Jason Venning, Country Managing Director at FIMER Australia, was extremely keen to be involved. “The Rural Fire Service goes above and beyond for this country, and we were extremely proud to be able to support Sure Solar in giving the Sussex Inlet station a solar and energy storage system that would enable them to be self-sufficient in the case power is temporarily unavailable at their site.”

The high-performance PERC-solar cells on the SOLARWATT Vision 60M PV panels are embedded almost indestructibly in the glass-glass composite and thus optimally protected against all weather effects and mechanical stress.

Sascha Gotzsch, Managing Director at SOLARWATT Australia, watched the situation unfold from Australia and knew the effects were felt around the world: “Even in Europe, the whole SOLARWATT team were horrified by the devastation caused by the Australian bushfires and we are thrilled to help the firefighters in some small way.”

The system was installed and commissioned in September by Sure Solar, the NSW RFS Sussex Inlet Brigade Captain Adam Harris, was extremely thankful to Sure Solar, FIMER and SOLARWATT for the system and said: “This will greatly assist the Brigade when power is compromised and is a much needed and welcomed donation. We would like to thank the local and global community in supporting our team and our efforts.”
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About FIMER

FIMER is the fourth largest solar inverter supplier in the world. Specializing in solar inverters and mobility systems, it has over 1100 employees worldwide and offers a comprehensive solar solutions portfolio across all applications. FIMER’s skills are further strengthened by its bold and agile approach that sees it consistently invest in R&D. With a presence in 26 countries together with local training centers and manufacturing hubs, FIMER remains close to its customers and the ever-evolving dynamics of the energy industry.

Following the acquisition and integration of ABB’s solar inverter business in the first quarter of 2020, and under the umbrella of the renewed FIMER brand the newly acquired solar inverter portfolio continues to carry the ABB brand under trademark licence agreement. www.fimer.com

About Sure Solar

Sure Solar Pty Ltd is a solar and battery power approved solar retailer operating in both NSW and QLD. Managing Director, Daniel John Lake has worked for some of the biggest solar companies in Australia. After becoming dismayed by so many solar companies run by people who had little to no electrical and solar experience, A commitment was made to lift the bar on the Solar Industry

Now with some of the best and most experienced people in the solar industry. Our aim is to deliver incredible value and after sales support. www.suresolar.com.au

About SOLARWATT

Founded in 1993 and active worldwide, SOLARWATT GmbH is the leading German manufacturer of complete photovoltaic systems. The company is the European market leader in glass-glass solar modules and is one of the largest suppliers of electricity storage systems. For 25 years, SOLARWATT has stood for premium quality, made in Germany. International names such as BMW i, Bosch, and E.ON work with the Dresden-based company, which employs some 400 people worldwide. The local office in Sydney was incorporated in 2017. www.solarwatt.com
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